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		At a glance:

· IO-Link master with OPC UA interface

· Complete and consistent transparency

· Communication from the sensor to the cloud







IO-Link Data Communication through to the Cloud 

IO-Link Master with OPC UA Interface 

The smart combination of the IO-Link sensor interface and the OPC UA communication protocol in a single device gives Pepperl+Fuchs new opportunities to offer complete, seamless, and transparent communication "from the sensor to the cloud." 	

Continuous data communication from the lowest sensor/actuator level to the cloud is becoming increasingly important across the entire industrial environment. For the logistics sector in particular, where adherence to deadlines is a key requirement, it is essential to know where packages are located, how long processing will take, and where potential plant malfunctions can lead to delays.

The IO-Link sensor interface represents the first step toward this level of transparency. In addition to process data from the sensor, IO-Link provides information for identifying, configuring parameters for, and diagnosing the sensor. Combining IO-Link and OPC UA now allows this data to be easily transferred to higher-level computer- or cloud-based systems. This is the second and most decisive step toward complete data transparency since the data is accessible beyond the central control system. Decision-makers can now access the data without the need for complex workarounds. Pepperl+Fuchs is the first provider to combine IO-Link and OPC UA in one device, thus creating new opportunities for the digital future of its customers.





Picture 1: IO-Link master with OPC UA interface 

Picture 2: End-to-end and transparent communication from the sensor to the cloud
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		At a glance:

· Pepperl+Fuchs and Neoception: technologies for Industry 4.0 from a single source

· Combination of IT (information technology) and OT (operational technology) in Kanban applications at Bosch

· Working with Bosch Connected Industries (BCI) to digitalize warehouse management and rack supply systems, and integrate them holistically into ERP

· Dynamic rack assignment and Put2Light signaling

· Ensuring sufficient stock for Kanban racks: complete solution for error-free loading, part picking, and material posting

· Real-time process control, error detection, and supply requests







I 4.0 Project with Bosch: Pepperl+Fuchs and Neoception Implement a Smart Kanban Rack 

A Digitalized Complete Solution for Real-Time Inventory Management 

In a joint venture, Pepperl+Fuchs, Neoception, and Bosch Connected Industries (BCI) have digitalized and automated the supply and picking processes of Kanban racks from end to end. In addition to automation expertise, Pepperl+Fuchs contributed the necessary sensor hardware—in particular a newly developed scanning sensor rail. Neoception was responsible for the software interface to the Intralogistics Execution System (IES) Industry 4.0 application developed by BCI. The IES coordinates, controls, monitors, and visualizes stock management based on the Kanban rack, and integrates the solution as a holistic system in ERP environments.



This complete solution from the three project partners combines the operational technology (OT) level and the information technology (IT) level. This convergence makes it possible to digitally display and control all processes relating to the administration, supply, and error-free operation of Kanban racks. BCI's Nexeed portfolio of intelligent sensor solutions for networking people, machines, and components includes a complete system for digitalized warehouse management for Kanban racks suitable for users within and outside the Bosch Group.

Flexible Rack Allocation Improves Capacity, Utilization, and Operator Ergonomics

It is now possible to assign racks from a central location on demand and dynamically adapt the loading process to significantly improve the capacity and utilization of Kanban racks. If a new picking or assembly order changes the parts lists or the frequency at which specific parts are accessed, these requirements can be automatically assigned to larger or more ergonomically accessible racks. The dynamic rack assignment is immediately mapped in the IES. The new assignment triggers a light that shows the rack operator the right rack for the product supply during picking.

Real-Time Process Control: "Fault Indicator" for Errors during Operation

This Put2Light process is monitored automatically by the scanning sensor rail from Pepperl+Fuchs integrated in each rack. Once the IES light has shown the operator which rack is to be loaded, sensors detect the small load carrier being inserted into the rack. Operated by Neoception's controller software, the IPC of the complete solution generates information about whether, how often, and where the operator accesses the rack. If the operator accesses the wrong rack, the error is immediately detected and signaled. The real-time material posting is only completed once the error has been rectified and the container has been positioned in the assigned rack. Furthermore, the software can use the container size information from the IES to verify whether the number of physical boxes matches the virtual material stock. This means that the stock on the rack is constantly monitored, visualized via electronic rack indicators and a central IES Control Center, and updated in real time based on the supply and usage rate of the parts. When the stock level in a rack falls to a predetermined limit value, a request to refill the stock is automatically submitted and the process of transporting the relevant parts is initiated. The IPC aggregates the sensor data, interprets the detected patterns, and converts the findings into validated process events. The complete solution is currently scaled such that up to 40 slots can be equipped on one Kanban rack. The modular concept of the scanning sensor rail enables the photoelectric assembly to be modified to suit different rack sizes.

The complete solution is currently scaled such that up to 40 slots can be equipped on one Kanban rack. The modular concept of the scanning sensor rail enables the photoelectric assembly to be modified to suit different rack sizes.

Fast ROI Guaranteed for Both Original Equipment and Retrofits

The complete solution offers a host of benefits for the end-to-end digitalization of Kanban rack processes. The racks can be loaded dynamically and therefore with more flexibility and a focus on demand and ergonomics. The Put2Light process ensures that incorrectly stocked racks are detected by the IES in real time and can be corrected immediately, keeping the stock up to date and correct at all times. Supply and withdrawal posting is completed in real time, reducing security buffers and the working capital. Overall, this means that the investment in the joint solution from Pepperl+Fuchs, Neoception, and BCI pays off after just a short period of time.

Pepperl+Fuchs and Neoception: Sensorik4.0 and Interface 4.0 for Industry 4.0

This highly successful project with BCI to digitalize inventory and process management system for Kanban racks showcases the expertise of Pepperl+Fuchs and Neoception in their role as competent business partners for implementing Industry 4.0 solutions. The two companies provide the entire range of operational technologies—from physical hardware such as sensors or IPCs to software such as the interface to proprietary applications and ERP levels—all from a single source without any functional interface risks. This project with BCI demonstrates the companies' ability to implement "remarkable" complete solutions: Pepperl+Fuchs for its role as the preferred supplier and Neoception won the Bosch Supplier Award 2019 and took second place for the Bosch Innovation Award 2019.
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Due to the development of the Covid-19 virus, Pepperl+Fuchs has decided 
to cancel its participation in LogiMAT 2020.  
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1. IO-Link Master with OPC-UA  


2. R2300: Reliable Object Detection with 3-D LiDAR Multi-Layer Scanner  


3. Customized Solutions: Digitalized Complete Solution for Real-Time Inventory 


Management  


 


 


 


We would be very pleased if you continue publishing our press reports in your magazine. Should you have any 
question or if you are interested in a special subject, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 
 
Editorial contact: 
Irmtraud Schmitt 
Public Relation Officer 
Pepperl+Fuchs AG       
Phone: +49 621 776-1215      
     
ischmitt@de.pepperl-fuchs.com  
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At a glance: 


 Pepperl+Fuchs and Neoception: technologies for Industry 4.0 


from a single source 


 Combination of IT (information technology) and OT 


(operational technology) in Kanban applications at Bosch 


 Working with Bosch Connected Industries (BCI) to digitalize 


warehouse management and rack supply systems, and 


integrate them holistically into ERP 


 Dynamic rack assignment and Put2Light signaling 


 Ensuring sufficient stock for Kanban racks: complete solution 


for error-free loading, part picking, and material posting 


 Real-time process control, error detection, and supply 


requests 


 


I 4.0 Project with Bosch: Pepperl+Fuchs and Neoception 
Implement a Smart Kanban Rack  


A Digitalized Complete Solution for Real-Time Inventory 
Management  


In a joint venture, Pepperl+Fuchs, Neoception, and Bosch Connected Industries (BCI) 


have digitalized and automated the supply and picking processes of Kanban racks 


from end to end. In addition to automation expertise, Pepperl+Fuchs contributed the 


necessary sensor hardware—in particular a newly developed scanning sensor rail. 


Neoception was responsible for the software interface to the Intralogistics Execution 


System (IES) Industry 4.0 application developed by BCI. The IES coordinates, controls, 


monitors, and visualizes stock management based on the Kanban rack, and integrates 


the solution as a holistic system in ERP environments. 
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This complete solution from the three project partners combines the operational technology 


(OT) level and the information technology (IT) level. This convergence makes it possible to 


digitally display and control all processes relating to the administration, supply, and error-free 


operation of Kanban racks. BCI's Nexeed portfolio of intelligent sensor solutions for 


networking people, machines, and components includes a complete system for digitalized 


warehouse management for Kanban racks suitable for users within and outside the Bosch 


Group. 


Flexible Rack Allocation Improves Capacity, Utilization, and Operator Ergonomics 


It is now possible to assign racks from a central location on demand and dynamically adapt 


the loading process to significantly improve the capacity and utilization of Kanban racks. If a 


new picking or assembly order changes the parts lists or the frequency at which specific 


parts are accessed, these requirements can be automatically assigned to larger or more 


ergonomically accessible racks. The dynamic rack assignment is immediately mapped in the 


IES. The new assignment triggers a light that shows the rack operator the right rack for the 


product supply during picking. 


Real-Time Process Control: "Fault Indicator" for Errors during Operation 


This Put2Light process is monitored automatically by the scanning sensor rail from 


Pepperl+Fuchs integrated in each rack. Once the IES light has shown the operator which 


rack is to be loaded, sensors detect the small load carrier being inserted into the rack. 


Operated by Neoception's controller software, the IPC of the complete solution generates 


information about whether, how often, and where the operator accesses the rack. If the 


operator accesses the wrong rack, the error is immediately detected and signaled. The real-


time material posting is only completed once the error has been rectified and the container 


has been positioned in the assigned rack. Furthermore, the software can use the container 


size information from the IES to verify whether the number of physical boxes matches the 


virtual material stock. This means that the stock on the rack is constantly monitored, 


visualized via electronic rack indicators and a central IES Control Center, and updated in real 


time based on the supply and usage rate of the parts. When the stock level in a rack falls to a 


predetermined limit value, a request to refill the stock is automatically submitted and the 


process of transporting the relevant parts is initiated. The IPC aggregates the sensor data, 


interprets the detected patterns, and converts the findings into validated process events. The 


complete solution is currently scaled such that up to 40 slots can be equipped on one 


Kanban rack. The modular concept of the scanning sensor rail enables the photoelectric 


assembly to be modified to suit different rack sizes. 
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The complete solution is currently scaled such that up to 40 slots can be equipped on one 


Kanban rack. The modular concept of the scanning sensor rail enables the photoelectric 


assembly to be modified to suit different rack sizes. 


Fast ROI Guaranteed for Both Original Equipment and Retrofits 


The complete solution offers a host of benefits for the end-to-end digitalization of Kanban 


rack processes. The racks can be loaded dynamically and therefore with more flexibility and 


a focus on demand and ergonomics. The Put2Light process ensures that incorrectly stocked 


racks are detected by the IES in real time and can be corrected immediately, keeping the 


stock up to date and correct at all times. Supply and withdrawal posting is completed in real 


time, reducing security buffers and the working capital. Overall, this means that the 


investment in the joint solution from Pepperl+Fuchs, Neoception, and BCI pays off after just a 


short period of time. 


Pepperl+Fuchs and Neoception: Sensorik4.0 and Interface 4.0 for Industry 4.0 


This highly successful project with BCI to digitalize inventory and process management 


system for Kanban racks showcases the expertise of Pepperl+Fuchs and Neoception in their 


role as competent business partners for implementing Industry 4.0 solutions. The two 


companies provide the entire range of operational technologies—from physical hardware 


such as sensors or IPCs to software such as the interface to proprietary applications and 


ERP levels—all from a single source without any functional interface risks. This project with 


BCI demonstrates the companies' ability to implement "remarkable" complete solutions: 


Pepperl+Fuchs for its role as the preferred supplier and Neoception won the Bosch Supplier 


Award 2019 and took second place for the Bosch Innovation Award 2019. 
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At a glance: 


 IO-Link master with OPC UA interface 


 Complete and consistent transparency 


 Communication from the sensor to the cloud 


 


IO-Link Data Communication through to the Cloud  


IO-Link Master with OPC UA Interface  


The smart combination of the IO-Link sensor interface and the OPC 


UA communication protocol in a single device gives Pepperl+Fuchs 


new opportunities to offer complete, seamless, and transparent 


communication "from the sensor to the cloud."   


Continuous data communication from the lowest sensor/actuator level to the cloud is 


becoming increasingly important across the entire industrial environment. For the logistics 


sector in particular, where adherence to deadlines is a key requirement, it is essential to 


know where packages are located, how long processing will take, and where potential plant 


malfunctions can lead to delays. 


The IO-Link sensor interface represents the first step toward this level of transparency. In 


addition to process data from the sensor, IO-Link provides information for identifying, 


configuring parameters for, and diagnosing the sensor. Combining IO-Link and OPC UA now 


allows this data to be easily transferred to higher-level computer- or cloud-based systems. 


This is the second and most decisive step toward complete data transparency since the data 


is accessible beyond the central control system. Decision-makers can now access the data 


without the need for complex workarounds. Pepperl+Fuchs is the first provider to combine 


IO-Link and OPC UA in one device, thus creating new opportunities for the digital future of its 


customers. 
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Picture 1: IO-Link master with OPC UA interface 


 


Picture 2: End-to-end and transparent communication from the sensor to the cloud 
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		At a glance:

· R2300: multi-layer scanner for 3-D object detection

· Space-saving design especially suitable for intralogistics, mobile equipment and robotics

· The finest angular resolution in its class enables detection of intricate objects

· Pulse Ranging Technology (PRT) guarantees precise measurement results

· Individually configurable measurement windows

· Sensor design reliably protects against "optical short circuits"

· Data output as raw data via Ethernet interface







Reliable Object Detection with 3-D LiDAR Multi-Layer Scanner  

The R2300 from Pepperl+Fuchs Impresses with its Precise Measuring Technology and Performance Tailored to its Application 

At the 2020 LogiMAT trade fair in Stuttgart, Pepperl+Fuchs, the world's leading manufacturer of industrial sensors and sensor systems, will be presenting the R2300 multi-layer scanner. The sensor for 3-D object detection impresses by offering incredibly high measurement density: the compact and easy-to-integrate housing contains high-precision LiDAR laser measurement technology, which analyzes a total of four scan planes and can detect and measure the length, width, and height of objects. A number of innovative design features in the sensor ensure very high detection reliability and availability, even in demanding applications.	

The compact and space-saving R2300, with a height of just 58 millimeters, is a 3-D LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) sensor for optical angle and distance measurement in stationary and mobile applications. The device uses four slightly offset scan planes, generated by a rotating mirror inside the sensor housing, to perform noncontact 3-D scanning of its surroundings.

Large Measuring Range, Adjustable Monitoring Field, and Unmatched Angular Resolution

The R2300 has a measuring range opening angle of 100°, a large measuring range of up to ten meters on bright objects and up to four meters on dark surfaces, a measuring rate of 50 kHz, and selectable scan rates of 12.5 Hz and 25 Hz with up to 4000 pixels per scan. These features enable the multi-layer scanner to cover the most important requirements of a wide range of applications. In addition, the monitoring field can be customized either by selectively hiding areas outside of the detection field or by installing a second R2300 alongside the first device, thus increasing the field of view to 180°. A distinguishing feature of 3-D sensors is the small—and therefore high—angular resolution of only 0.1°, which no comparable LiDAR or multi-layer sensor can currently achieve. In combination with the precise infrared light spot typical of lasers, the R2300 is able to reliably detect intricate object structures and contours.

Designed for High Ruggedness and Availability

The possible applications of the R2300—including fields such as intralogistics, mobile equipment, and robotics—meant that the multi-layer scanner required an especially rugged design. For this reason, the sensor housing is constructed from durable plastic material and the electronics in the sensor head are fixed components, providing effective protection against vibrations. The Pulse Ranging Technology (PRT) in the R2300 ensures not only a high degree of independence from object and surface properties, but also a high level of resistance to interference from extraneous light, HF lamps, and optical reflections from the application environment. Another unique selling point of the R2300 in the multi-layer scanner market is the mechanical separation of the emitter and receiver within the optical unit. The separating element in the sensor head reliably prevents optical short circuits that can occur if the front panel is dirty and part of the emitted light is directly reflected back onto the receiver element. This ensures that the R2300 always provides correct measurement results and a high level of detection reliability in practice, while at the same time significantly reducing maintenance costs. For the user, this means less downtime, significantly longer cleaning intervals, and improved availability and process reliability.

Pilot Laser Simplifies Commissioning

The integrated pilot laser of the R2300 simplifies the process of aligning the sensor with surfaces and specific targets during commissioning. It is switched on for alignment and is active only during commissioning. No other tools are required because the visible, red laser beam follows the same path as the actual infrared measuring laser.

Data Output as Raw Data 

The R2300 outputs the data for angle, distance, and reflectivity with the associated timestamp. The data is transmitted via the Ethernet interface of the sensor, allowing the data to be accessed by a large number of automation systems. In the foreseeable future, the R2300 will become available in a switching version and will offer additional connection options that can be integrated in a simple and cost-effective manner via the flexible interface module.









		Picture 1: R2300 Multi-Layer Scanner





		

Picture 2: Reliable rear zone monitoring



		

Picture 3: Reliable collision avoidance and navigation support for small AGVs/bots





		

Picture 4: Carrier detection in robotic applications
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Postal address:  68301 Mannheim 


 


Address for visitors:  Lilienthalstrasse 200, 68307 Mannheim, Germany 


 


Phone:  +49 621 776-0 


Fax: +49 621 776-1000 


Internet: www.pepperl-fuchs.com 


E-Mail: info@de.pepperl-fuchs.com 


 


Managing Directors: Dr.-Ing. Gunther Kegel (CEO), Werner Guthier, Mehmet Hatiboglu 


 


Year of foundation:  1945 


 


Reporting year 2019: 


Turnover:  715 Mill. Euro (consolidated external sales) 


Employees:   6.300 worldwide  


 


Divisions:  Factory Automation, Process Automation 


 


Manufacturing plants:  Germany, USA, Singapore, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Vietnam, Czech 


Republic 


 


Subsidiaries: more than 40 companies on 6 continents 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Location Mannheim Location Singapore Location Twinsburg 







Company Profile  2020 


 


 
 
 
Main target markets:  Factory Automation: machine building industry, automotive industry, 


material handling and logistics, printing and paper industry, packaging 


machinery, process equipment, door/gate/elevator construction, textile 


industry, renewable energies 


 


 Process Automation: chemical and pharmaceutical industry, oil and gas 


industry including offshore and marine, power industries, water and waste 


water 


 


Core products  Components for the Factory Automation:  


the sensor types inductive, capacitive, ultrasonic, photoelectric, rotary 


encoders, identifications systems, barcodes, data-matrix-codes, vision 


sensors 


 


Components and solutions for the Process Automation:  


interface modules, remote I/O systems, fieldbus infrastructure techniques 


completed by based around enclosures in the increased safety, intrinsic 


safety and flameproof protecting classes with approvals for the integration 


of a wide range of electrical apparatus, level control devices, Ex-operating 


terminal systems, electrical explosion protection equipment, Ex-IPCs, 


seminars teachware and services 


 


 


Mannheim, March 2020 


 
 
 Career: If you want to learn more about career opportunities at Pepperl+Fuchs please visit our  


career portal karriere.pepperl-fuchs.com.  
Our contacts will be pleased to assist you. 



http://karriere.pepperl-fuchs.com/
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At a glance: 


 R2300: multi-layer scanner for 3-D object detection 


 Space-saving design especially suitable for intralogistics, mobile equipment and 


robotics 


 The finest angular resolution in its class enables detection of intricate objects 


 Pulse Ranging Technology (PRT) guarantees precise measurement results 


 Individually configurable measurement windows 


 Sensor design reliably protects against "optical short circuits" 


 Data output as raw data via Ethernet interface 


 


Reliable Object Detection with 3-D LiDAR Multi-Layer 
Scanner   


The R2300 from Pepperl+Fuchs Impresses with its Precise 
Measuring Technology and Performance Tailored to its Application  


At the 2020 LogiMAT trade fair in Stuttgart, Pepperl+Fuchs, the 


world's leading manufacturer of industrial sensors and sensor 


systems, will be presenting the R2300 multi-layer scanner. The sensor 


for 3-D object detection impresses by offering incredibly high 


measurement density: the compact and easy-to-integrate housing 


contains high-precision LiDAR laser measurement technology, which 


analyzes a total of four scan planes and can detect and measure the 


length, width, and height of objects. A number of innovative design 


features in the sensor ensure very high detection reliability and 


availability, even in demanding applications.  


The compact and space-saving R2300, with a height of just 58 millimeters, is a 3-D LiDAR 


(Light Detection and Ranging) sensor for optical angle and distance measurement in 


stationary and mobile applications. The device uses four slightly offset scan planes, 


generated by a rotating mirror inside the sensor housing, to perform noncontact 3-D 


scanning of its surroundings. 
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Large Measuring Range, Adjustable Monitoring Field, and Unmatched Angular 


Resolution 


The R2300 has a measuring range opening angle of 100°, a large measuring range of up to 


ten meters on bright objects and up to four meters on dark surfaces, a measuring rate of 50 


kHz, and selectable scan rates of 12.5 Hz and 25 Hz with up to 4000 pixels per scan. These 


features enable the multi-layer scanner to cover the most important requirements of a wide 


range of applications. In addition, the monitoring field can be customized either by selectively 


hiding areas outside of the detection field or by installing a second R2300 alongside the first 


device, thus increasing the field of view to 180°. A distinguishing feature of 3-D sensors is the 


small—and therefore high—angular resolution of only 0.1°, which no comparable LiDAR or 


multi-layer sensor can currently achieve. In combination with the precise infrared light spot 


typical of lasers, the R2300 is able to reliably detect intricate object structures and contours. 


Designed for High Ruggedness and Availability 


The possible applications of the R2300—including fields such as intralogistics, mobile 


equipment, and robotics—meant that the multi-layer scanner required an especially rugged 


design. For this reason, the sensor housing is constructed from durable plastic material and 


the electronics in the sensor head are fixed components, providing effective protection 


against vibrations. The Pulse Ranging Technology (PRT) in the R2300 ensures not only a 


high degree of independence from object and surface properties, but also a high level of 


resistance to interference from extraneous light, HF lamps, and optical reflections from the 


application environment. Another unique selling point of the R2300 in the multi-layer scanner 


market is the mechanical separation of the emitter and receiver within the optical unit. The 


separating element in the sensor head reliably prevents optical short circuits that can occur if 


the front panel is dirty and part of the emitted light is directly reflected back onto the receiver 


element. This ensures that the R2300 always provides correct measurement results and a 


high level of detection reliability in practice, while at the same time significantly reducing 


maintenance costs. For the user, this means less downtime, significantly longer cleaning 


intervals, and improved availability and process reliability. 


Pilot Laser Simplifies Commissioning 


The integrated pilot laser of the R2300 simplifies the process of aligning the sensor with 


surfaces and specific targets during commissioning. It is switched on for alignment and is 


active only during commissioning. No other tools are required because the visible, red laser 


beam follows the same path as the actual infrared measuring laser. 
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Data Output as Raw Data  


The R2300 outputs the data for angle, distance, and reflectivity with the associated 


timestamp. The data is transmitted via the Ethernet interface of the sensor, allowing the data 


to be accessed by a large number of automation systems. In the foreseeable future, the 


R2300 will become available in a switching version and will offer additional connection 


options that can be integrated in a simple and cost-effective manner via the flexible interface 


module. 


 


 


 


 


Picture 1: R2300 Multi-Layer Scanner 


 


 


Picture 2: Reliable rear zone monitoring 
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Picture 3: Reliable collision avoidance and navigation support for small AGVs/bots 


 


 


Picture 4: Carrier detection in robotic applications 
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